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Among the perks of being a bank is the privilege of holding an account with the
central bank. Unavailable to individuals and nonbank businesses, central bank
accounts pay higher interest than ordinary bank accounts. Payments between
these accounts clear instantly; banks needn’t wait days or even minutes for
incoming payments to post. On top of that, central bank accounts are pure
money—economically equivalent to dollar bills—meaning they are fully sovereign
and nondefaultable no matter how large the balance. By contrast, federal deposit
insurance for ordinary bank accounts maxes out at $250,0001—a big problem for
institutions with large balances.
The time has come to end this special privilege of banks.2 We propose giving the
general public—individuals, businesses, and institutions—the option to have a
bank account at the Federal Reserve. We call it a FedAccount. FedAccounts
would offer all the functionality of ordinary bank accounts with the exception of
overdraft coverage. They would also have all the special features that banks
currently enjoy on their central bank accounts—including unlimited secure
balances, instant in-network payments, and a higher interest rate—as well as
some additional, complementary features.
The FedAccount program would bring genuinely transformational change to the
monetary-financial system, in ways both obvious and unexpected. Perhaps most
obviously, it would foster financial inclusion. Today, millions of “unbanked” and
“underbanked” households are partially or fully excluded from bank accounts,
leading them to rely on costly and inconvenient service providers like check
cashing outlets. FedAccounts, properly structured, would be a money-andpayments safety net for such households, lessening their reliance on expensive
and subpar alternatives.
But FedAccounts would have benefits across the income and wealth spectrum.
For small and large businesses as well as individuals, the boost in interest paid on
central bank accounts, the immediate clearing of payments, and (for those
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exceeding the deposit insurance limit) the nondefaultable status of balances
would be transformative. Consumers and retailers would also benefit because the
Federal Reserve would not charge interchange fees on debit card transactions.
Further, free instant payments among FedAccount holders would create network
effects: the system’s value to existing users would rise as more users joined. For
all these reasons, we expect that take-up would be robust.
If adopted on a large scale, FedAccounts would bring about less obvious, but no
less profound, systemic changes. Financial stability would be dramatically
enhanced: we expect that FedAccounts would crowd out unstable, privately
issued deposit substitutes, which are one of the driving forces behind financial
instability. Monetary control and monetary policy transmission would improve:
current problems with “pass through” of policy rates would diminish or
disappear. And far from being fiscally expensive, we expect FedAccounts to
generate revenue for the federal government—possibly a lot of it—all while
imposing minimal or potentially zero user fees.
Below, we describe the FedAccount proposal (or just “FedAccount”) and its
benefits.3 We also describe its structural implications and compare it with other
banking reform proposals. Finally, we consider costs and objections.

The FedAccount Proposal
All U.S. citizens, residents, and domestically domiciled businesses and
institutions would be eligible for FedAccounts. FedAccounts would offer all the
functionality of ordinary bank transaction accounts, except for overdraft
coverage. They would come with debit cards for point-of-sale payments and ATM
access. They would support direct deposit and online bill pay. Account holders
could access their accounts on the internet or through a mobile phone
application. Monthly statements would be supplied by email (preferably) or in
hard copy. There would be a customer service number. FedAccounts might also
offer checkbooks for a small fee.
There would, however, be some key differences between FedAccounts and
standard bank accounts:
1. No fees or minimum balances. FedAccount fees would be minimal or
zero. There would be no minimum balances or other policies that
exclude the currently unbanked. Applicants would not be screened
based on credit scores or similar metrics. No one would be denied an
account based on profitability considerations.
2. Interest on balances. FedAccounts would pay the same interest rate
that commercial banks receive on their balances, currently 1.75%
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(versus a mere 0.05% average rate on ordinary checking accounts and
0.08% on savings accounts today).4
3. Real-time payments. Payments between FedAccounts would clear in
real time, just like interbank payments processed by the Fed. A userfriendly web and smartphone interface would support free and instant
peer-to-peer payments between FedAccount holders. The system
would work like existing popular peer-to-peer payment services
(Venmo, Square Cash) except that users would never need to “cash out”
their balances to a bank account: FedAccount is a bank account.
4. No interchange fees. The central bank would not charge interchange
fees in connection with debit card payments. This would reduce or
eliminate an implicit tax on retailers and consumers.
5. Pure money. FedAccount balances would be fully sovereign money,
just like reserve balances that commercial banks hold. There would be
no possibility of default on balances of any size. Deposit insurance
would be superfluous.
Although modern telecommunications and information technology—including
the internet, mobile communication networks, payment card terminals, and
smartphones—have made physical payment media less and less relevant to
everyday transactions,5 we propose enlisting the physical plant and personnel of
the U.S. Postal Service to interface with the public on behalf of FedAccount. Fed
ATMs installed at post office locations, and possibly also trained postal clerks,
could handle cash deposits and withdrawals as well as check deposits (for those
not using smartphone-based image capture) for FedAccount holders. Note that
FedAccount would not be a lending program; we do not envision the Fed
providing credit directly to individuals or businesses.

Benefits
It is remarkable just how many seemingly disparate problems FedAccount would
mitigate or outright solve:
Financial inclusion. Seven percent of U.S. households are currently
“unbanked,” meaning that no individual in the household has a bank account.6
Another twenty percent of U.S. households are “underbanked,” meaning that,
despite having a bank account, they rely to some degree on expensive nonbank
services—such as nonbank money orders, check cashing, and payday loans—for
payments and other financial needs.7 FedAccount would not have any fees or
minimum balance requirements and would be marketed explicitly as a public
service, open to all. It would attract millions of people who currently choose not
to or are not able to maintain bank accounts. Greater inclusion would also reduce
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payment-related costs for businesses (both in processing payroll and in receiving
customer payments) and for the government (by easing administration of
benefits transfers and tax refunds). Money is often described as a public good,
and FedAccount would bring this conception to full realization by transforming
the U.S. account-money system into public infrastructure akin to roads,
sidewalks, public libraries, the judicial system, and law enforcement.
Payment speed and efficiency. FedAccount would reduce payment system
frictions. While the Fed uses real-time settlement for interbank transfers, retail
payment networks in the United States are far slower. Checks still take up to two
days to clear.8 Even wire transfers do not settle until the end of the day, and
credit card payments may not settle for up to two days.9 By comparison, Japan
has had real-time payments since 1973 and other many countries, including
South Africa, Singapore, India, and the United Kingdom, have transitioned to
real-time retail payments in recent years.10 Payment delays are costly for the
economy as a whole and are especially so for households living paycheck to
paycheck.11 FedAccount payments would clear instantly for in-network users; any
payment from one FedAccount to another would clear in real time, just like
interbank payments have for decades.
Financial and macroeconomic stability. FedAccount would bolster
financial and macroeconomic stability—maybe dramatically. It is no exaggeration
to say that FedAccount could rival the 1933 advent of federal deposit insurance as
a stabilizing force. By making pure sovereign money widely available in “account”
form, FedAccount would crowd out runnable cash equivalents, all but eliminating
a primary cause of macroeconomic disasters.12 History has shown time and again
that runnable cash equivalents—basically, the financial sector’s short-term and
demandable debt—present a grave threat to the broader economy. While deposit
insurance basically ended runs on deposits, modern panics have involved runs on
institutional deposit substitutes, like repo, Eurodollars, and money market
mutual fund shares. FedAccount would offer a compelling alternative to private
cash equivalents: pure sovereign money paying the interest-on-reserves rate, an
asset currently available only to banks.
Monetary policy transmission and reducing subsidies to banks. If
broadly adopted, FedAccounts would improve both the efficacy and the
distributional fairness of monetary policy. In late 2008 the Fed started paying
interest to banks on their central bank accounts. These interest payments, called
interest on reserves or IOR, are now the Fed’s primary tool for monetary policy.
The theory is that IOR will “pass through” to market interest rates, allowing the
Fed to control inflation and influence macroeconomic conditions.
Problematically, pass-through has been lackluster, and weak pass-through raises
two big problems: it hamstrings monetary policy and gives banks a windfall at the
public’s expense. Entities receiving IOR but not passing it through are extracting
economic rents. In other words, the Fed is effectively subsidizing banks by paying
them tens of billions of dollars per year.13 Broad adoption of FedAccounts would
ameliorate or eliminate these problems, as the Fed would pay the IOR rate
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directly to individuals and nonbank businesses and institutions rather than
seeking to “pass” it through banks.
Eliminating fees (interchange). FedAccount would not charge any fees on
payments. U.S. banks currently receive fees—“interchange fees”—when their
debit cards are used in transactions. These fees amount to a tax on merchants
and consumers. The Fed can avoid these fees by bypassing existing card
networks. The Fed already processes payments by its account holders through
Fedwire, its venerable real-time payments network. Fedwire currently processes
payments to the tune of $3 trillion per day.14 If the Fed processed payments from
FedAccounts for free, merchants would pay no interchange or network fees when
accepting payment via FedAccount-linked debit cards, provided they routed such
payments to Fedwire. Reducing aggregate interchange fees would be a boon to
merchants, and particularly to small businesses that can’t negotiate with card
networks for special interchange rates. Ultimately the benefits would also be
passed along to consumers in the form of lower prices for goods and services.
Peer-to-peer payments between FedAccounts would likewise be processed for
free, as would wire transfers and bill payments from FedAccounts. By removing
all per-transaction fixed and ad valorem fees from payments, FedAccount would
create a frictionless system, like email.
Regulatory streamlining. FedAccount would open up opportunities to
rationalize and simplify the existing U.S. financial regulatory regime. For
example, many rules that have been promulgated since the financial crisis are
directly or indirectly geared toward limiting financial institutions’ fragile shortterm debt funding.15 By crowding out this fragile funding model, FedAccount
would reduce or eliminate the need for these complicated regulations. Rules have
also been developed to impose enhanced prudential standards on firms that the
market might perceive as “too big to fail.”16 One side effect of FedAccount would
be to reduce the size of the largest U.S. financial institutions. To the extent that
these firms, due to their size and wide range of activities, are harder to supervise17
or enjoy subsidies because of a market perception that they are too big to fail,18
FedAccount would bring them more in line with other large regional banks and
reduce their systemic importance.
Fiscal revenue (seigniorage). Rather than weigh on the government’s fiscal
position, we expect FedAccount to generate revenue. Central banks’ asset
portfolio returns typically exceed their interest payments and other expenses by a
wide margin. These earnings are called “seigniorage”: fiscal revenue from money
creation. The amounts are large. The Fed remitted $98 billion, $92 billion, and
$90 billion in earnings to the U.S. Treasury Department in 2015, 2016, and 2017,
respectively.19 Because FedAccount would probably greatly expand the Fed’s
balance sheet, these remittances could easily double or triple, even after
accounting for the costs of maintaining millions of retail accounts. Incremental
portfolio earnings would almost certainly dwarf FedAccount expenses, especially
if FedAccounts proved attractive to businesses and institutions as we expect. Not
only would this additional fiscal revenue not be economically distortive, we think
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it would actually remove existing distortions by reducing implicit subsidies or
“economic rents” that the financial system extracts from the public sector.
Increasing trust in government. FedAccount would give individuals,
businesses, and institutions a direct and tangible benefit from government. At a
time with trust in government institutions is low, FedAccount could be not only
an example of a government program that works—and works well—but also a
financial reform policy that has a tangible impact on huge swaths of the American
public.

Structural Implications
Banking, Central Banking, and “Intermediation”
Large-scale adoption of FedAccounts would require a permanently large central
bank balance sheet. We view this as a feature not a bug, but it would force some
choices regarding the Fed’s asset portfolio. Broad migration to FedAccounts
would require the Fed to extend discount window loans, at least temporarily, to
offset banks’ lost deposit balances. (To the extent that bank deposits and their
close substitutes are currently implicitly or explicitly guaranteed by the federal
government, the government would not assume new credit risk as a result of this
lending.) The Fed might choose to gradually wind down these loans over time,
substituting other assets like Treasury securities. But the Fed might also see
considerable upside in keeping a substantial quantity of discount window credit
outstanding indefinitely. This can be understood as portfolio management
outsourcing, which could improve resource allocation while also insulating the
central bank’s investment function from the appearance or reality of political
meddling and favoritism.
Importantly, migration to FedAccounts should not be expected to affect the
quantity or cost of credit in the broader economy. There is strong empirical
evidence of a disconnect between banks’ lending rates and their deposit costs.
Specifically, bank deposit rates respond asymmetrically to moves in the fed funds
rate: when the fed funds rate declines, banks quickly reduce deposit rates, but
when it rises, banks are very slow to raise deposit rates.20 (According to one
study, sluggish deposit rate adjustments cost depositors $100 billion per year
during rising rate environments.21) By contrast, the prime rate (the standard
bank lending benchmark) adjusts instantly when the fed funds rate rises. It
seems that banks capture much of the benefit of cheap deposit funding rather
than “passing it along” to borrowers. Even if some of this bonus does get passed
along, it is far from obvious that subsidizing banks’ funding is a good way of
administering desired credit subsidies (if any); other methods of subsidization
avoid this kind of rent capture. Finally, if bank lending rates did rise postmigration and this had a macroeconomic impact, the central bank would respond
with monetary easing, reducing borrowing rates for all borrowers without rent
capture by banks.
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Relation to Other Reform Proposals
Narrow banking. Narrow banking proposals are a perennial favorite among
economists. These proposals aim to stabilize banking by restricting bank asset
portfolios to super-safe assets. In the original and purest narrow banking
proposal—called full-reserve banking or the Chicago Plan—deposit banks would
own nothing but pure sovereign money: currency and central bank balances.22
Full-reserve banks would essentially be cash warehouses. Modern narrow
banking variants would give deposit banks slightly broader investment powers,
allowing them to invest in extremely safe securities like Treasury bills.23
There is a sense in which FedAccounts, if broadly adopted, would modernize the
original Chicago Plan by cutting out the middlemen. Rather than holding
accounts at full-reserve banks—pass-through vehicles for government-issued
money—people and businesses would just hold their accounts directly with the
central bank. Economically, these approaches amount to the same thing. As
noted above, today’s increasingly paperless money-and-payment system means
that an extensive brick-and-mortar banking presence is no longer required to
service payments. The Chicago Plan’s stability objectives can thus be achieved
without any full-reserve “banks.”
Central bank “digital” and “crypto” currencies. Central bank digital
currencies (CBDCs) are a hot topic, but there is a frustrating lack of consensus as
to what they are good for or even what they are exactly. Under some CBDC
definitions, central bank accounts are CBDCs since they consist of “digital” ledger
entries at the central bank. FedAccounts would therefore be CBDCs. But this is
just semantics, and we see no advantage in using terms like “digital currency” or
“digital wallet” in referring to central bank accounts, as opposed to more
traditional terminology.
Others define CBDCs in terms of “distributed ledger” technology, exemplified by
the blockchain technology that undergirds Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. In
a typical version of this, the central bank would establish the distributed ledger
and commit to redeem the associated “digital currency” for traditional base
money on request. Given that much of the excitement about distributed ledgers
arises from distrust of government and of central intermediaries, the central
bank’s role here seems strange. Besides, in their current forms distributed ledgers
are painfully slow and costly compared with centralized systems like Fedwire.24
And from a practical standpoint, FedAccount offers at least one enormous,
decisive advantage over distributed-ledger CBDCs: FedAccounts would plug
seamlessly into our existing, ubiquitous, time-tested money-and-payments
system, rather than requiring widespread adoption of new, unfamiliar, and
possibly unsound technologies.
Postal banking. Postal banking proposals would enlist the facilities, personnel,
and civic mandate of the U.S. Postal Service to provide some financial services to
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those whose needs are not met by banks.25 The postal system boasts ubiquity,
particularly in towns and neighborhoods where bank branches are closing.26
Postal banking is well established in other countries27 and has historical
precedent in the United States.28 The U.S. Postal Service already offers a few
financial services, such as money orders.29 Postal banking proposals would
augment these services to include provision of prepaid, reloadable debit cards,
savings account products,30 and small-dollar loans.31 The postal service would
likely partner with one or more banks to provide these services.32
Postal banking is a worthy policy measure—but when it comes to money and
payments, FedAccount is far better. Postal banking does not offer the myriad
transformative benefits (apart from inclusion) described above: financial
stability, payment speed and efficiency, monetary policy transmission,
eliminating transaction tolls, seigniorage recapture, and regulatory streamlining.
Further, the cost burden on the postal service would be substantial since it would
service small accounts only. By contrast, because FedAccount would attract large
accounts in addition to small ones, system revenues would be substantial, almost
certainly covering system costs by a very wide margin.
Unlike postal banking, FedAccount does not have a consumer lending
component. FedAccount therefore is not a robust response to the credit needs of
low-income households. FedAccount is, however, compatible with consumer
lending programs; indeed, small-dollar lending through the post office could
easily coexist with FedAccount.

Costs and Objections
This section addresses potential objections to and costs of FedAccount. None of
the objections come close to undermining the case for FedAccount, and we do not
think the costs are remotely substantial enough to outweigh the massive benefits
described above.
Institutional competence. Some may question whether the Fed or for that
matter any governmental organ has the institutional competence to manage a
system like FedAccount. We do not share these qualms. At bottom FedAccount is
a system for payments and accounts: a ledger combined with processes and
protocols for debiting and crediting balances. The Fed already does this very
efficiently on a huge scale. Today it maintains account liabilities totaling about
$2.5 trillion,33 and it has vast and longstanding expertise in transaction
processing.34 While the Fed does not have experience in retail operations, all
sorts of governmental entities already interface directly with the public. Notably,
the U.S. Treasury Department processes over one billion payments per year and
disburses benefits to millions of Social Security and pension recipients each
month. Treasury also settles claims resulting from forged, lost, and stolen benefit
checks and collects monies from parties liable for fraud.35 Following the botched
roll-out of healthcare.gov, the Executive Office of the President set up the U.S.
Digital Service (“USDS”), which recruits top technologists for term-limited tours
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of duty in the federal government. USDS has dramatically improved direct
services in areas ranging from the Education Department’s $1 trillion student
loan program to the Department of Homeland Security’s immigration program.36
The USDS could be enlisted to help set up FedAccount’s consumer interface.
Law enforcement and counterterrorism. The Bank Secrecy Act of 1970,37
as amended by the PATRIOT Act,38 requires financial institutions to assist the
government in preventing money laundering, countering terrorist financing, and
addressing other suspicious financial activity. The Secretary of the Treasury,
acting through the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN),
administers these laws and has promulgated rules requiring banks to file
currency transaction reports for transactions exceeding $10,000 and suspicious
activity reports for behavior suggesting money laundering, tax evasion, or other
illicit activity.39 Banks must also conduct customer due diligence before opening
new bank accounts.40 The Fed is already intimately familiar with these rules since
it helps enforce them for the banks it regulates. Although we expect BSA/AML
compliance to be one of the biggest FedAccount expenses (alongside fraud
protection and cybersecurity—see below), we foresee FedAccount ultimately
reducing BSA/AML compliance expenditures for the financial sector as a whole,41
owing to economies of scale and reductions in duplicative AML reviews.42
Cybersecurity and fraud prevention. Cybersecurity and fraud prevention
for FedAccounts would place a significant new burden on the Fed. We expect that
criminals, fraudsters, and opportunistic hackers would target FedAccounts just as
they target existing retail banks and payment networks. The Fed already runs a
highly secure information technology system with expert cyber-defense
capabilities at the system level.43 But even the most robust perimeter security
would not stop customers from compromising their individual accounts—
misdirecting funds, losing their passwords, or falling prey to malicious actors.44
Such an effort, however, is not as far from the government’s core competence as
it might seem. Not only does the Fed already have experience protecting its
existing payments systems, but other executive branch departments have taken
an increasingly large role in helping retail banks protect their own systems.45 The
Fed could turn to the Department of Homeland Security or third-party
contractors to ensure that its account security system is state of the art. Of course,
the Fed would not succeed in detecting or preventing all fraud, and we expect
that the Fed would have to insure consumer losses, just as private banks do now.
Privacy and civil liberties. Managing citizens’ bank accounts implicates their
privacy and civil liberties. There is a risk that governmental actors could abuse
the information or inadvertently or deliberately share it with third parties. While
these concerns are legitimate, the degree to which existing bank accounts are
“private” should not be overstated. Information contained in bank records is not
protected by the Fourth Amendment,46 and while federal statutory law does
provide some basic privacy coverage for financial records,47 Congress has chosen
over time to strike a balance between privacy concerns and other priorities,
especially crime prevention and national security. Moreover, federal government
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agencies are not exempt from privacy law and policy—far from it. The Federal
Reserve is already subject to the Privacy Act of 1974,48 the “grandfather of federal
privacy,”49 which requires government agencies to protect data they possess on
individuals. And more stringent privacy protection can be brought to bear if
desired. A highly pertinent example here is the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
Federal income tax records “are among the most protected pieces of personal
information; laws strictly circumscribe law enforcement access to tax records.”50
The IRS has adopted comprehensive policies and procedures to protect private
data51 and invests heavily in compliance.52 Data access is carefully limited and
tracked within the agency,53 and unauthorized disclosure and even inspection are
criminal offenses punishable by imprisonment54 in addition to civil damages,
including punitive damages.55 In creating a legal and logistical framework for
privacy protection, the IRS could serve as a useful model for FedAccount. Finally,
it bears repeating that FedAccount provides a public option. Those not
comfortable with the Fed possessing their bank statements need not open an
account.
Fintech as an alternative. Greater financial inclusion and payment efficiency
are central benefits of the FedAccount program, but one may query whether
technological advancements in the private financial sector—so-called “Fintech”—
cannot achieve similar benefits.56 We are not inclined to wait for this to happen.
Other countries have achieved impressive financial inclusion and payment
system efficiency without waiting passively for technological solutions. Recent
Fintech developments have in some ways exacerbated U.S. payment system
fragmentation, and they overwhelmingly serve those who were already “banked.”
And even if Fintech offered meaningful improvement along these dimensions,
FedAccount offers a host of other benefits that no Fintech solution could
realistically match: bolstering financial stability, improving monetary policy
transmission, eliminating interchange fees, promoting financial regulatory
simplification, and enabling the government to recapture seigniorage. While
continuing Fintech innovations are welcome, they should not serve as an excuse
for public policy stasis.
Regulation as an alternative. Another potential way to achieve financial
inclusion is by regulatory mandate. In Canada, for example, banks are required to
open accounts for applicants unless an enumerated exception applies.57 Ninetynine percent of Canadian households have full access to banking services. This
would be a plausible approach to advancing financial inclusion in the United
States, although fragmentation in the U.S. banking system and the paucity of
trust in banks among underserved populations could limit the effectiveness of
such a mandate. But, as with Fintech, a regulatory mandate to serve all customers
would fail to yield the assorted other benefits of FedAccount, many of which
would be difficult or impossible to achieve through regulatory means. And it goes
without saying that FedAccount can coexist with and even complement
regulatory measures to improve financial inclusion.
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Effects on lending, small banks, and financial innovation. How would
FedAccount affect private provisioning of financial services? FedAccount might
increase costs of credit by removing distortive subsidies from banks’ funding—
but that would almost certainly be a good thing. In this regard, it is crucial to
keep in mind that lending markets are competitive. Deposit banks have no
monopoly on extending credit; they coexist with myriad other financial
institutions that make loans and buy bonds. If profitable lending opportunities
exist, the market should be expected to ferret them out. Relatedly, while some
may be concerned that FedAccount would adversely affect small banks, we see no
reason to expect any disparate impact. Large-scale migration to FedAccounts
would require large and small banks alike to seek alternative funding, and
discount window credit would be available to each. To the extent that small bank
subsidies are desired, rates on discount window credit could be graduated. Nor
do we worry that FedAccount would chill or undermine private sector innovation
in financial services. Among other things, the Fed can adopt an open application
programming interface (API) functionality that would allow third-party
developers to design applications for FedAccount, thereby opening up avenues
for innovation. And if private businesses can offer money-and-payment solutions
that are superior to FedAccount, there is nothing to stop them from doing so.
Political obstacles. FedAccount would require legislation. While existing law
empowers the Fed to lend to individuals and nonbank businesses,58 it does not
authorize the Fed to provide them with transaction accounts. The required
amendments, however, would be minor. The Fed is already authorized to
maintain accounts for depository institutions as well as for the U.S. government
and certain of its instrumentalities, certain government-sponsored enterprises,
and certain financial market utilities.59 We propose that this list be expanded to
include all U.S. persons60—and that the Fed be required to provide accounts to all
qualifying applicants. Additionally, existing law empowers the Fed to pay interest
on balances maintained “by or on behalf of a depository institution.”61 We
propose that this provision be adjusted to empower the Fed to pay interest on
balances maintained by all U.S. persons, and to require it to pay a uniform rate to
all its account holders.
While the required legislative fixes may be minor, FedAccount would represent a
major change in our financial and monetary architecture. Big changes in financial
architecture are politically challenging, but we see reason for optimism in this
case. Aside from banks and certain shadow banking institutions whose existing
business models FedAccount would disrupt, practically every other segment of
the American economy is likely to benefit. FedAccount would offer a free public
option in banking to all U.S. residents without increasing their taxes or
compelling them to switch. It would reduce or eliminate the regressive tax on
retailers and consumers implicitly created by debit card interchange fees.
Because it would meaningfully augment the Fed’s annual remittance to the
Treasury by reducing economic rents, FedAccount would appeal to deficit hawks.
It would also appeal to institutional investors and businesses large and small
because the program would greatly simplify cash management while offering
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higher interest payments on cash balances and faster payment speeds. Given
these benefits and others, it is easy to see how FedAccount could garner
widespread political support.

Concluding Thoughts
Money is an essential aspect of statecraft, and monetary dysfunction has played a
persistent and crucial role in U.S. history, not to mention the histories of other
countries and eras. From “not worth a Continental,” to the Founders’ knockdown battles over a national bank, to President Jackson’s Bank War, to
greenbacks and the Legal Tender Cases, to Populists, free silver, and the “cross of
gold,” to the upheavals of the Great Depression, to the rise of shadow money, the
panic of 2008, the bailouts, the Great Recession, and the political convulsions
that followed—monetary affairs have been central to our history and politics.
We think a better approach is now within reach, and getting there would not be
all that difficult. FedAccount would reshape the sovereign “account money”
system into an open access resource, just like the sovereign physical currency
system. The effects would be transformative along multiple dimensions, as we
have described. And one final advantage deserves mention. For most Americans,
the central bank is an obscure and remote institution to which they feel little if
any connection. With FedAccount, people would experience this organ of the
federal government working directly for them. As we noted above, we think
FedAccount could play some role, however modest, in restoring doubting
Americans’ faith that the government can make a positive difference in their daily
lives. This would be no small accomplishment.
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